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ABSTRACT

The present article advances a new theory of early-stage entrepreneurial venture growth. We
contend that the emergence and amplification of agency problems created by growing number
of employees can help explain why there is so much heterogeneity in entrepreneurial growth
rates as observed in practice. Specifically, we propose a novel ‘growth cycle’ mechanism which
formalizes how entrepreneurs’ choice of internal process responses to growing agency
problems generates a range of possible growth trajectories. Entrepreneur- and firm-level factors
associated with these choices, and hence growth outcomes, are delineated. The article not only
contributes a new theory of entrepreneurial growth, but also adds to theory on agency problems
by endogenizing their emergence and dynamics. In addition, the article draws attention to a
surprising possibility: that something invariably associated with negative outcomes, namely
agency problems, can also paradoxically stimulate entrepreneurial responses, in ways that end
up indirectly creating positive growth outcomes.
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